Neural network's ability to model data patterns proved to be immensely useful in plethora of practical applications. However, using physical world's data can be problematic since it is often cluttered, crowded with scattered insignificant patterns, contain unusual compositions, and widely infiltrated with biases and unbalances. Consequently, training a neural network to find meaningful patterns in seas of chaotic data points becomes virtually as hard as finding a needle in a haystack. Specifically, attempting to simulate real-world multi-modal noisy distributions with high-precision leads the network to learning an ill-informed inference distribution. In this work, we discuss four techniques to mitigate common discrepancies between real-world representations and the training distribution learned by the network. Namely, we address the techniques of Diverse sampling, objective generalization, domain and task adaptation being introduced as priors in learning the primary objective. For each of these techniques, we contrast the basic training where no prior is applied to the learning with our proposed method and show the advantage of guiding the training distribution to the critical patterns in real-world data using our suggested approaches. We examine those discrepancy-mitigation techniques on a variety of vision tasks ranging from image generation and retrieval to video summarization and actionness ranking.
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